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High Quality Problems
January 4, 2020 | 138 upvotes | by XXXMersenne

If you're already high value, you'd definitely enjoy more success if chicks could handle being around you
from start to finish; they almost alwazys become insecure/nervous because you're too relaxed and they
(often) take it as irrefutably patronizing.
The Best way to deal with this is to remain open to anything happening; good or "bad". Once she knows
she can leave anytime with 0 downside; overt or subtle she'll be more inclined to stay. Then your focus is
just on:

Having fun1.
Making her aware of the fact that your focus is having fun2.
Getting her to contribute3.

 
#1 is obvious: fun is the ultimate currency in social environments so if you release your grip on other
agendas and learn to have Genuine fun when out with other people you become an emotional millionaire.
Then you just gotta calibrate it so you're not doing anything at your own expense or infringing upon
others with friction (vs. ironic intimidation mocking insecure assholes & highlighting your relaxed
approach).

#2 Some Betas get that girls just wanna have fun and will reluctantly employ it as a tactic: "people suck &
i just wanna get my dicc whet so fine I'll plae along". so if girls sense any sexual intent (which you should
have) they're bound to screen to see if you're the real deal:
Are you really just trying to have fun? Regardless of the outcome? Yes, whilst also leading the interaction
to greater intimacy.
bUT wHy NOt jUsT HavE fUnN.
Well you can do that if u want; & it certainly helps at first when getting used to offering value instead of
vagrantly clasping at self-image validation or "sex".
But fun [emotionally charged interaction] between polarized men & women usually culminates in
physical intimacy. This is pretty much inevitable as the frame between yous evolves from:

Stranger Danger > Intéressant individual > impromptu friend > Source of significant arousal;

with each advance in intimacy being further affirmed by its unlikely predecessor thus making deeper
levels of involvement self-evident.
Your emotional pinging stops due to repeated positive experiences & from there you shoot up into a
wagon-wheel like effect of unconditional acceptance of yourself & the other(s) in the interaction. So Why
wouldn't you move things forward after that? It seems more inauthentic—saddening even, to call it quits
(without an acceptablen reason & plans to continue/stay in touch) as the use of pretenses for emotional
prevarication has already been eliminated by everyone tacitly refraining from excuses and being
upfront; cajoling those who tried to retain this escape.
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#3 Sinple really: Investment. Get her contributing genuinely then dynamically & your careful, deliberate,
en-joyed responses will help her develop a sense of her own significance in the interaction.
 
These all work toward streamlining the structure of your interactions for a Lightweight, Non-judgemental
& most importantly Experimental "frame". It opens an almost nerve-rackingly vast sandbox of
spontaneity, which (with your social acuity) leads to bouncing around various islands of fun:
conversational topics, back n forth polarising banter, wild erratic behaviour because you're the cool kids;
irreverently manufacturing your own good time, without going Gauche. Once you get this down you'll be
rubbing your hands in anticipation of going out later that day.
Results-wise you can expect girls (& guys) asking for your number/social media & why not? these are the
characteristics of a Cool   Dude. And moving things forward from this space is buttery smooth thanks to
the "Experiments in Fun" frame. A makeout, fondle, graphic descriptions of "what I'm gonna do to you
later" is beyond fair game—we're not judging it as an objective fact, but for its subjective emotional
stimulation in the interaction. In other words, the content is irrelevant as long as it adds value (energy). If
it's out of step with the flavour of fun being had at the moment it'll be collectively recognised by a
bottleneck (freeze, pause, stutter) that no one is willing to sustain and'll swiftly be discarded with light
roasting, mocking facial expressions or other "you should know better" gestures.
the blunders are fine though cause everyone's on the way up. You just gonna be chill enough to dial it
back abit after that and either get back on the same thread or rustle up a Purple Cow.
If you're going out regularly & want a more focused community within a community for your escapades
then hit up The Game tribe over on TRP.red.
 
Splendid �
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Comments

ozaku7 • 39 points • 4 January, 2020 09:30 PM 

Getting the feeling that these posts are more about writing style than actual content.

Like, an artist can present his piece of crap in a way that it fascinates people nevertheless.

XXXMersenne[S] • 1 point • 4 January, 2020 09:34 PM 

Peak Marcissimt

[deleted] • 110 points • 4 January, 2020 07:20 PM 

Too verbose, I couldn't bother to make sense of everything you were saying.

Leftlightreftright • 29 points • 4 January, 2020 10:08 PM 

That is basically the whole sub lol.

[deleted] • 4 points • 5 January, 2020 02:28 AM 

In a sense wouldn't we want it that way? So if women wander in here they will have no idea what is
going on since they've never experienced women before in the eyes of men, they will just think we're
crazy and that none of this is reality.

Nevertheless, if you take anything from this post let it be this, creating value gets you likes (upvotes) and
love/attention from women, it makes them more attracted to you. You just have to sell them some idea of
some badass alpha male figure in their presence and if it makes even a little bit of sense to them they will
eat it all up, along with your dick. Know how to sell yourself to women, it doesn't matter how you do it,
how you bullshit or even if you don't bs at all and they just see preselection or shit and wanna fuck
immediately.

Take my first paragraph for example, you want to believe it makes sense, you want to believe it's a
reality... the thing is women have 0 frame period and no sense of reality, they just adapt to what men
give/tell them & what they observe or are told by society, all the people around them. The scary thing is,
if you can persuade them into your frame/reality you can do anything you want to them.

Leftlightreftright • 6 points • 5 January, 2020 02:55 AM 

Who gives a fuck what women think, it's their subconscious you guys are trying to infiltrate. Plus that
also creates confusion for men too. This whole post is full of nothing but useless jargon. Just get to
the point, how hard can that be?

Nevertheless, if you take anything from this post let it be this, creating value gets you likes
(upvotes) and love/attention from women, it makes them more attracted to you. You just have to
sell them some idea of some badass alpha male figure in their presence and if it makes even a
little bit of sense to them they will eat it all up, along with your dick

What kind of value? It can't be some dumbass one like talking about the new Star Wars movie. How
do I sell them that? What constitutes an alpha male?

The scary thing is, if you can persuade them into your frame/reality you can do anything you
want to them.
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Case in point. What the fuck am I supposed to get from this? How the fuck do I do that?

[deleted] • 6 points • 5 January, 2020 04:34 AM* 

You're right, what women think doesn't really matter. What they say or think isn't reality. Their
subconscious and nature will decide who they want to fuck for them. AWALT.

Their perceived value. You can be the most intelligent guy around. The most strongest guy
around. The most funniest guy around. The wealthiest guy around. The highest status guy around.
The most sociable guy around. The most handsome & well dressed guy around. All the value they
perceive you to have, if you know how to game and talk to women you can convey a ton of value.
Just by never breaking frame, being charismatic all the time and having fun whether she hates you
or not you already consciously or subconsciously raise your value a shit ton & can make her wet.
Even if you actually have nothing going on for you in reality, no value she can see on the surface.

If you can make her feel good when she's around you that's a way of raising your value. If you
can be the popular cool guy in her life that everyone loves or talks about she sees you as higher
value due to preselection.

With your Star Wars example just be like "Oh so yeah, I had a lot of fun helping them make the
new Star wars movie, I worked as "blah" and got to meet (insert cool sounding people), a lot goes
into making a movie"

An alpha male is whatever male the women deems superior to all or most other males in her
social circles in the moment. The male the female or females and all the lesser males gravitate to,
think highly of.

After a while if a female discovers that the guy is only alpha on the surface and doesn't have
perfect inner game, isn't the real deal "alpha" then she will assign him as a beta and keep
searching for other guys to branch swing to, hook up with and choose to be their new alpha.

The first step to persuading them is to understand how women's minds work. You must always be
demonstrating alpha things, leadership, court all attention and put on a nice show of being the
most dominant one in their sphere. But you must not do this intentionally it all has to seem
natural. Second step is having that powerful frame, and actually being a true alpha male to the
core... which honestly is the toughest step since it takes a ton of self improvement, experience
with women, knowledge of how women think and operate, and understanding of people & all the
different circumstances you might find yourself in, in general. This is because even if you have
perfect frame you still have to convey it somehow, people will always challenge you or shit test
you or something you.

XXXMersenne[S] • 1 point • 15 January, 2020 06:21 PM 

If you're "High Value" you don't have to convey anything; people with their shit together are
attracted to & easily distinguished by other people with their shit together.

For most everyone else you gotta get them to chill into self-acceptance by just being with
them. Though they'll often get the sensation that you're waiting for them to do something &
become anxious. So fun interactions is the best approach I've come up with so far because it's
way less intense for them & is a better medium for making them aware that they don't have to
enjoy & are totally free at every moment.

Directly sincere interactions are heavy af, but under the guise of fun all is permitted and they

open up. From there just keep it cool.
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And tada that's the true point of departure for the interaction; before that it's just a bunch of
games in anticipation of the interaction to end because you're still closed off to one another.

This works best if you have a healthy (preferably virile) appearance & are present to the
moment aka not thinking. Attractive appearance distracts them from tension & presence pulls
them out of excessive conceptualizing.

[deleted] • 52 points • 4 January, 2020 07:27 PM* 

this sounds like some massive overthinking shit.

fuck hoes, get money, and if you really really like her cos she's a very nice lady then BAM, KABLAM,
WHAM....... now you got a mainchick.

i actually get what you're saying with this whole thing but that's only cos i've experienced it. This shit will make
barely any sense to anyone who doesn't already know and apply this shit.

basically i don't think you understand what you're saying well enough to explain it to a 5 year old.

itiswr1tten • 5 points • 6 January, 2020 02:50 PM 

If everything was written so that the dumbest child in the room could get it, we'd never make progress. The
simple reality is that the complexities behind the things we consider straightforward, like a social interaction,
can't be simplified without erasure of nuance.

I'm on team nuance, even if it excludes big portions of the population.

XXXMersenne[S] • -2 points • 4 January, 2020 08:01 PM 

Bruv I dunno man this is stuff I just do when I’m out & it makes me successful. Spectators outside watch
exitedly & spectators within the group start pulling out their cameras n shit so they can signal to their friends
they hang out with cool free pepol.

Just tryna get mfs to relax out of the narcissistic competition mindset and just enjoy makkng a social
shitstorm of hilarity.

It’s hard to explain because when you eventually get the knack of it you realise “you’re” not actually “doing”
anything; just allowing it to happen thru you, intelligently.

But how do you explain “get out of your own way” without a mishmash off ideas captured from when you
were able to “explain” it to yourself.

Describe how to open your hand. Open & close your hand now and deacribe to yourself how youre doing it.
At best you get: “I’m sending signals across synapses from brein to fingers, palm, wrist.” This leads us into
an infinite loop of hows: how are u sending signals: how are you thinking the thoughts creating the impules
to send signals and so on. Brainfry

This is just a Magic scroll for someone who’s going thru this, specifically, right now. Cus their selective
focus is in this sphere so although most of it is unintelligible to most, that guy will laser in on it & be able to
connect dots that others miss due to insufficient reference experiences or insufficient interest.

I literally wrote this for ~12 psychos.

muricanwerewolf1 • 14 points • 4 January, 2020 08:47 PM 
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I was wondering why someone would think this word salad was insightful at all so I checked your post
history and saw you’re very into LSD. Makes sense now.

XXXMersenne[S] • -1 points • 4 January, 2020 08:57 PM 

Intended; give these lot a clear concise script & they’ll grow dependent on such, even worse if it
‘works’ every now & then. But like this they just get the essence of it and can (if desperate enough
for ‘being’) apply originally thru their own intelligence & creativity.

itiswr1tten • 3 points • 6 January, 2020 02:48 PM 

Good going, don't normify your shit, ever. Bad responses in comments of TRP but engagement on the
post means you're doing it right (where "right" is posting interesting content).

XXXMersenne[S] • 1 point • 6 January, 2020 04:21 PM 

Yeah sure, to be fair though I rushed thru the opening cus I wanted to devlvelop those 3 points while
still fresh in thought. should have edited to make it easier to follow where I was going with points
made at start; That's where most of the flack is coming from cus it fucks up the rest of the piece if
they have nothing to point the advice back to. I'll Prolly add an edit later.

SkizzleMyNizzle • 2 points • 11 January, 2020 02:34 PM 

Legendary, understood perfectly. Thanks yo, wish I had more of this

Casd12 • 7 points • 4 January, 2020 11:09 PM 

Your post sums up the final/near final process of trp beautifully. It essentially described what I'm been going
through the past few months.

I don't understand how people don't understand it

lokilis • 6 points • 5 January, 2020 02:22 AM 

I'm with this guy, it's a really astute description of party social interactions done well. I don't see why people
are shitting on it

itiswr1tten • 4 points • 6 January, 2020 02:52 PM 

They're shitting on it because:

They're of too little intelligence to appreciate nuance1.

They lack the frame of reference ie they're no fun social retards, so analyzing the nuance of a2.
concept they cannot identify with confuses and enrages them

8380atgmaildotcom • 7 points • 4 January, 2020 07:12 PM 

Isn't just simply a guide to turning a plate into a friends with benefits?

I think this has been covered ad nauseam, most notably Whispers LTR guide.

XXXMersenne[S] • 5 points • 4 January, 2020 07:20 PM 

This is a rough guide to improving ur interactions when out with chicks that are intimidated by you.

I go out a lot solo & sober, these are my own observations of what can be done to manage similar situations
effectively.
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uwey • 4 points • 5 January, 2020 12:47 AM 

Problem is mainly two type,

Kind or Wicked, and is not just problem itself but their perspective environment as well.

For example, research work is so mind taxing is because the environment, it was often disorganized, the work
don’t and can’t spoon feed you proportional and easy digestible information, most thing need to figure out by
your own.

Kind environment will be exactly opposite, everything was break down and easy to check progress, and often
highly repetitive and although maybe hard to produce high level results consistently, but with practice it is
possible, such as music instruments.

Most hard problem come with wicked environment, which further blockade the path to the core of the problem.
A high quality problem, will be the type that you are aware and can easily learn to see the full picture type. Kind
problem and wicked problem both need their own learning path because no one learn the same.

How to get experience without trying? Some problem requires no failures (aerospace/defense etc) and it will
take different level and layer of thinking process to achieve it.

Brandono99 • 12 points • 4 January, 2020 09:32 PM 

What the fuck am I even reading? Lay off the LSD man, it's rotting your brain lol.

XXXMersenne[S] • -3 points • 4 January, 2020 09:33 PM 

If u can’t see it worry, its not for you

Hviterev • 2 points • 4 January, 2020 10:53 PM 

Sounds like there's nice advice in it but I can't be bothered to translate it first.

XXXMersenne[S] • 2 points • 4 January, 2020 11:15 PM 

Meeting half way

Getting tiger woods to describe his swing technique only becomes valuable after at least 3 years in the game.

Before that its just really cool sounding moves & you miss all the subtlety

If yer not goin out all u can really do is smile & node

Hviterev • 4 points • 4 January, 2020 11:22 PM 

Sorry, but I'm even more confused now.

EkMard • 2 points • 5 January, 2020 07:31 PM 

This was a good post. The forced inclusion of the wagon-wheel effect, I didn't understand.

XXXMersenne[S] • 4 points • 5 January, 2020 09:28 PM 

If you build enough momentum with interacting, your behavioural filter’s removed, you stop thinking
(whether that’s anxiety or strategy) and everything becomes effortless as your actions seem to almost
precede premeditation.

When a wheel starts spinning movement is visible; you see the spokes turning. Likewise when you start your
night you’re thinking then doing based on myriad conscious & unconscious assessments you’re making to
get a certain outcome. You can see you moving

Increasing in speed the wheel eventually appears motionless. Likewise then, if you bombard your   self with
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action a more intelligent & natural part of you will evolve out of the one inefficiently crunching all the
numbers and then you can “remove your seatbelts” after that. Also knowing as “getting in state”.

Final example is to imagine the dance dance Arcade machines. You can look at each individual move & step
as it comes, but eventually with enough experience & skill you just flow; taking in the whole field of arrows
and doing each move without first telling yourself (0.5ms) to do so. The trick, of course, is that once you
become aware of being in that state, you feel like you’re not the one doing it; that it’s happening to you.

The recursive self-consciousness which ensues produces performance anxiety and you intervene by ‘taking
over’ & fuck shit up. Game is essentially the art of being proactive whilst in that flow state; tilting the sails
here & there towards your desired outcome, with no attachment to reaching it.

�

Intendto • 2 points • 6 January, 2020 01:20 AM 

Reading your initial post all I could think was outcome independence and flow state, and here you are
mentioning flow state. Sending you a PM soon would love to chat and bounce ideas. Do you meditate?
I'm seeing so many parallels between this and my contemplative path.

Can you say more about achieving flow state in social scenarios? I imagine continually rewarding
yourself with positive feedback from a "i'm learning/experimenting and therefore getting better with each
move" could feedback loop you into flow which sounds fucking awesome.

EkMard • 1 point • 6 January, 2020 08:52 AM 

u/XXXMersenne elaborated perfectly on my question about the wagon-wheel effect. I'm waiting to
see what he says to you. Maybe I should visit the Game tribe.

no_its_a_subaru • 3 points • 5 January, 2020 01:20 AM 

“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.”

What a bunch of verbal diarrhea. I swear every post here for the past month has been a regurgitation of shit
that’s been discussed a million times before. This entire sub and the questions sub needs a massive lesson in
concise and succinct writing along with another massive lesson on reading comprehension.

kantianluvboat • 4 points • 4 January, 2020 10:48 PM 

A guy gets high and word vomits a shitpost on trp in this thread. Garbage post from a nonsensical moron.

XXXMersenne[S] • 4 points • 4 January, 2020 11:10 PM 

Intelligible only if you’ve been go out regularly for at least a year. Preferably sober.

kantianluvboat • 2 points • 4 January, 2020 11:51 PM 

Brb writing a post about being high value so I can pretend I'm teaching others.

AutoModerator[M]  [score hidden] 4 January, 2020 03:52 PM stickied comment 

Why are we quarantined? The admin don't want you to know.

Register on our backup site: https://www.trp.red and reserve your reddit name today.

I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this subreddit if you
have any questions or concerns.
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judethedude • 1 point • 7 January, 2020 05:57 PM 

I'm late but it really is all about producing fun and genuine interactions with people, men appreciate it as much
as women.

XXXMersenne[S] • 1 point • 7 January, 2020 06:32 PM 

Yep, get it down & u can relax into effortless perfection

Doesnt work if ur not workingout & eating rigth tho

CreateANewAccount___ • 1 point • 9 January, 2020 04:37 PM 

tldr; have fun and she will follow

XXXMersenne[S] • 2 points • 9 January, 2020 04:50 PM 

In a sterile social climate with an abundance of external stimulation, the brain circuitry responsible for
healthy, self-generated good times is woefully derelict. Most have to rely on alcohol (coke, MD, Ket etc) to
drown out the social conditioning before proceeding to a gauche, often unsexy barrage of careless
misbehaviour. Trainwreck.

We allready know we should "just" have fun. A lil breakdown to catch the vibe of what it's all about is of
significant benefit to most; especially our cherished spergs. Controlled spontaneity is a tricky little shit.

CreateANewAccount___ • 1 point • 9 January, 2020 04:55 PM 

Ur vernacular is spectacular. You make really good points but unfortunately they’ll be missed by a lot of
people because of the wording. This all goes back to outcome independence which is a core red pill tenet.
Stoicisim, mindfulness and a TRUE confidence and assurance in yourself can attribute to that mindset.

XXXMersenne[S] • 2 points • 9 January, 2020 06:08 PM 

Yeah but “a lot of people” has already seen this shit countless times

This geared towards neurotic perfectionists getting in their own waye

[deleted] 5 January, 2020 12:35 AM 

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 1 point • 5 January, 2020 12:57 AM 

Ew dude this could’ve been described in like a fucking paragraph. Good points raised, but also relax.
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